Mn. Everard Alexander Hambeo has consented "to become Chairman of the Royal National Pension Fund for Nurses, vacant ?f?lS^' of compression of the brain are unconsciousness, altered conditions of the pupils of the eyes?one pupil being different in size to its fellow?deep sleep with snoring breathing, perspiration, and a slow, but full, bounding pulse. To relieve such a state of affairs the surgeon perforins the operation of trephining?an operation by which, after the broken bone has been exposed by turning the scalp aside, a portion of it is removed with a circular saw, and so the pressure which is being exercised upon the brain is removed.
Fracture of the base of the skull also leads to a condition of unconsciousncss; the special symptoms which mark it are, in addition to the ones I have described to you, the draining away of watery fluid from the ears and nose.
So far as your duties are concerned in nursing these people, they consist in attention to the general details of nursing, to the exercise of scrupulous care in attention to the skin, to prevent the formation of bed-sores, and to the carrying out of the special directions with regard to diet and quiet which will be enjoined by the surgeons. Any of the bones of the face may be broken by direct violence, the lower jaw frequently suffering in this way. You will be expected to prepare suitable bandages for putting up such a case ; these bandages are constructed with flannel or lint, and are made by tearing a bandage to within four inches of its centre, so that it forms four tails. The centre of this bandage is placed over the point of the lower jaw, two ends are carried up along the sides of the jaw and tied above the head, whilst the other two tails are brought to the back part of the head, are there crossed, brought back over the forehead, and tied. These fractures of the jaw are so difficult to adjust and keep in place that it is often necessiry to fix them by moulded splints of gutta-percha, or even to call in the assistance of the dentist to contrive some appliance for effectually securing them.
IRoval ffirttisb IRurses' association. 
IRursing Duectotics,
The Nursiwj Record haying stated that the issue of "Burdett's Official Nursing Directory" constitutes a <4' public danger," it becomes desirable to compare the various directories which at the present time exist, and to ascertain which of them best fulfils the requirements of nurses and the public, for the fact must not be hidden that if a directory is to serve its proper purpose it must be arranged to meet the wants of the medical profession and the public as well as those of the nurses themselves. Ostensibly there are three directories at present available, namely, "Burdett's Official Nursing Directory," the "Register of Trained Nuraes " issued by the Royal British Nurses' Association, and the "Nursing Directory," a publication which is stated to bs issued under the authority of the Matrons' Council, and is published by the Nursiwj Record. We have the authority of last week's Nursiwj Record for the statement that in January, 1890, the " Matrons' Council" decided to appoint a oommittee to edit the "Nursing Directory," but whether such a committee has ever baen actually appointed, and of whom the Matrons' Council itself consists, there is nothing to show either in the Directory or in the paper referred to. Not that it matters much, because, in fact, we have only to deal with two directories, 0113 the Register of the Royal British Nurses' Association, from which the " Nursing Directory" seems to be principally compiled, the other "Bardett's Official Nursing Directory."
To begin with the older publication, we first observe that in the prefaoe it is stated that " at present any woman, although she may be destitute of knowledge, or of moral character, or of both, can without let or hindrance term herself a trained nurse, and can obtain employment in that capacity." Then the preface goes on to describe how the Register has been formed and the sort of people who are on it, and it further states that " women who had been for three years engaged in nursing the sick?whether trained in hospitals or not?were for the first six months held to be eligible for registration. At the end of that 'period of grace' three years' hospital service was made an essential condition;" so that unless the Register has since then been sorted out again and again,! and its issues properly supervised, where is the security that it does not now contain the names of the very people who, as it says in the preface, " bring about'much danger to the sick and much discredit to the calling " ? Evidently the whole value of the Register as an annual directory depends on the regular and repeated investigation of the present status of the nurses.
In the last edition of the Register, it is confessed that it has been decided that even the "verification slip" which used to be sent annually to each nurse shall be discontinued ; so that this Register is now issued in such a fashion that the editors do not take any means to find out even 
